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i:
During this reporting period effort continued in the areas: (1) understanding the mech-
anisms responsible for substorm onset, and (2) application of a fundamental description of
field-aligned currents and parallel electric fields to the plasma-sheet boundary layer.
1. Onset and Early Expansion of Magnetospheric Substorms
Based on global stability analysis of two-dimensional solutions of the substorm growth
phase, we had suggested that outward displacement of plasma flux tubes along the inner
edges of the plasma sheet puts the near-Earth plasma sheet out of its quasi-static pressure
balance with the tail lobes resulting in substorm expansion onset. We have been collaborat-
ing with Nelson Maynard, Bill Burke and others in interpreting CRRES data preceding and
during substorm expansions. We have found the following: (1) A reversal of the dawn-dusk
electric field is seen as an immediate precursor of onset of dipolarization in the vicinity of the
upward leg of the substorm current wedge. (2) Electron injection occurs after start of dipolar-
ization (onset) in association with reflected Poynting flux which had been released toward the
ionosphere during the electric field reversal. (3) An "explosive-growth-phase" signature is ob-
served associated with the post-onset injection. (4) Electric field signatures are inconsistent
with the notion that near-geosynchronous onset resulted from fast plasma flows eminating
from a reconnection site downtail. Indeed, in another study using ground spectrometer data
we inferred activation of the near-Earth X-line occurred approximately 6 minutes after onset.
This delay is consistent with propagation times from near-geosynchronous (onset region) to
35RE in the tail (reconnection region) and back to the ionosphere. There is one event when
CRRES appears to be in the midst of the onset region in the plasma sheet. Careful analysis
of this event showed magnetic and electric field oscillations prior to onset were consistent
with drift-Alfv_n ballooning along the inner edges of the plasma sheet. These findings have
been published in the papers listed at the end of this report.
2. The Fundamental Description of Field-Aligned Currents
and Parallel Electric Fields in Magnetospheric Plasma
The fundamental description of inertial currents and associated parallel electric field
described in the paper "Inertial Currents in Isotropic Plasma" by M. Heinemann, G. M.
Erickson, and D. H. Pontius Jr. [J. Geophys. Res., 99, 8635, 1994] has been expanded to
include finite Larmour radius effects. This description has been applied to a new model for
currents generated in the plasma-sheet boundary layer. An interim model was presented at
the last Fall Meeting of the American Geophysical Union in San Francisco. We are currently
preparing a paper for publication describing this model.
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